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INTRODUCTION
The European Constitution signed by the twenty-five member states of the
European Union on 29 October 2004, is the product of the Intergovernmental
Conference and of a revolutionary procedure in the European Union; the European
Convention. The work of the Convention began on 28 February 2002 and was
completed in June 2003. The works of the Intergovernmental Conference (IGC) under
the Italian Presidency began on 4 October 2003 with the aim to be completed by 12
December within the framework of the European Council. However, that did not
happen. The final compromise was reached under the Irish Presidency, on the basis of
a package of regulations on 18 June 2004.
The Convention was conceived as a real constitutional assembly and its purpose
was partly to diminish the member states monopoly of treaty reforms. The setting-up
of the Convention 2 has led to a more balanced representation based not only on a
broader presence of representatives but also on proper authorisation, room for
manoeuvre and voting rights, as well as an improved degree of responsiveness 3 . Two
facts should be taken into account: the change of the Convention dynamics when the
foreign ministers got involved in the procedure, 4 and the failure of the Commission to
play a leading role in the Convention as it moved towards a conclusion 5 . However, it
was argued that discussions in the plenary sessions and in the praesidium increasingly
reflected national priorities as the deadline for completion approached and EU
member states had not come together as a group, as national parliamentarians or Europarliamentarians had 6 . In fact after the ‘big/small’ confrontations and the rift caused
by the Iraqi crisis 7 , there was a need for restoration of trust between all member
states. According to the normative model of deliberative constitution-making the
“existence of a constitutional common will is tested through actions and interactions
between institutional and general publics”. 8
This paper examines whether the small and the big member states strove to
make common positions on CFSP and ESDP during the Convention process and the
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Intergovernmental Conference. Assessment of the democratic character of the
Convention 9 or the really significant reforms proposed by the European Constitution
on CFSP and ESDP 10 will not be dealt with. Furthermore, political correlations on a
European level are not examined as key factors contributing to the formation of
member states positions.
This study is solely based on the documents produced in the context of the
discussions in the Convention and the IGC. Other documents expressing member
states positions were not used since the authors wanted to take into account only the
arguments that the EU actors wanted to contribute in the formal discussion of the
European Constitution. Hence, if a country did not contribute to the discussions its
stance was not documented. However, when a member state expressed a position, it
is explicitly expressed.
During our study, we discerned the small from the big member states according
to the population criteria. To be more precise, when we studied the stance of the
member states during the Convention we made a distinction among big states
(Germany, United Kingdom, France, Italy and Spain), the medium-small states and
the under accession states (the ten new EU member states that held, at that moment,
the position of observer since the accession had not yet taken place - May 2004). It
should be underlined that we are not studying the position of the three candidate
countries (Turkey, Romania and Bulgaria) to the Convention since, to be blunt, their
positions did not practically affect the institutional edifice of EU. During the IGC, the
definition of small and big states has changed due to the accession of the ten new
member states. Therefore, three categories are drawn: the big member states
(Germany, United Kingdom, France, Italy, Spain and Poland), the medium (the
Netherlands, Belgium, Greece, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Portugal, Austria,
Finland, Sweden and Denmark) and the small member states (Ireland, Luxembourg,
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Slovakia, Slovenia, Malta and Cyprus). A horizontal
examination of the various subjects raised by big and medium-small states in the
context of the Convention and the IGC is conducted.

I. CONVENTION
A. The CFSP Debate
The majority of the members of the Convention supported the extension of the
qualified majority voting on CFSP issues. All medium-small EU states, at that
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moment, were in favour. They asserted that EU foreign policy actions without
military implications could be taken by qualified majority voting (QMV) on a
proposal from the Commission. In the absence of such a proposal, decisions will
normally require unanimity. 11 It was proposed that if a member of the Council
declared that for serious national reasons was opposed to the adoption of a policy with
qualified majority, the issue should be transposed to the European Council. With
regard to the big states there was divergence: on the one hand France, Germany and,
more or less, Spain 12 were in favour of the use of qualified majority voting 13 and on
the other hand UK supported the maintenance of the intergovernmental character of
CFSP as well as the use of unanimity 14 . As far as the under accession countries are
concerned, only Slovenia was opposed to the abolition of the unanimity principle
under the present circumstances 15 .
The majority of member states 16 supported the abolition of pillar structure 17 . As
far as medium-small countries are concerned, only Finland 18 differentiated its
position from all the other countries. With regard to the big state 19 , only UK was
opposed to merging the current three Pillars into one 20 .
The medium-small EU member states were in favour of the creation of the post
of the Foreign Minister 21 and of the creation of the analysis and policy planning unit.
(Greece 22 and the Benelux countries 23 ). As far as the big EU member states are
concerned, France and Germany were openly in favour of the European Minister 24 .
Spain also supported the institution of a Minister of Foreign Affairs 25 but also
elaborated a joint contribution with UK 26 . UK believed that the appointment of the
High Representative should be strengthened by giving him the formal right of
initiative in CFSP and a greater say in CFSP resources but argued that the strength of
Europe's foreign policy is based on its member states' commitment, not on
Community rules and that the legitimacy of Europe's foreign policy must be based on
its accountability to national parliaments 27 . As for the under accession states, 28
Slovenia considered that the office of High Representative “has the greatest potential
for greater linking role between various fields of EU foreign affairs.” 29 In addition,
Poland 30 and the Czech Republic 31 insisted on calling the European Foreign Minister
as High Representative. However, they accepted, more or less, most of his new
competences. It is significant that the two representatives of the Polish parliament
proposed the consolidation of the position of the High Representative with the post of
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the Commissioner for external relations, something that was not proposed by the
government representative 32 .
Concerning the institutional reform of the six month rotation Presidency and its
Council formation, the medium-small EU member states33 stood up for the setting up
of a special Council of Foreign Policy/External Relations that is for the split of the
General Affairs/Foreign Policy Council into two different Council formations. 34 As
for the big EU member states, UK agreed with the new external relations subformation of the General Affairs Council to be chaired by the High Representative but
stressed that the Union should respect the diversity of some member states (when they
wish to act for their own national interest while the Union chooses not to) 35 . Spain
made no special reference on that matter. In proposing a collective Presidency during
a two-year period it underlined that each presidential period would coincide with the
duration of one of the multiannual strategic programmes. 36
From the under accession medium-small states, the positions of Lithuania 37 , the
Czech Republic 38 , Malta 39 and Poland 40 were, more or less, similar to the common
position of most countries. Slovenia claimed that the six-month rotation of the EU
Presidency does not represent an obstacle for a more efficient CFSP and supported the
adoption of longer term working programmes, binding on several consecutive
Presidencies in order not to marginalise the role of small member states 41 .
Furthermore, various proposals were put on the table by several member states
from which useful conclusions can be drawn for the priority areas of each country.
Among the medium-small member states, Sweden pointed out that the range of policy
areas in which the Union can act should be set out in the constitutional Treaty and that
the description of the Union’s action in each area should be clarified. 42 According to
Finland, particular attention should be drawn to external agreements as the
constitutive Treaties do not give adequate weight to them as Union instruments. 43
Among the big member states, Spain underlined that national parliaments must
control and influence the actions of their respective governments and that cooperation
between the parliamentarians belonging to the foreign affairs and defence committees
of the European Parliament and of the national Parliaments should be increased. The
EP must be consulted and must control the European Council on all decisions relating
to the CFSP or the ESDP 44 . Finally, Spain asserted that the CFSP constitutionalised
should encompass all EU policy provided with sufficient economic resources. 45 UK
stressed that “limiting the number but corralling what are essentially different types
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of acts (particularly under the CFSP) under one name is far from desirable and could
be counterproductive.” 46 In addition, UK questioned the utility of the reduction of the
number of seats of Europe (from 15 to 1 in some cases) in international fora for a
stronger negotiating position. 47
For Cyprus external action “will promote multilevel solutions in common
problems, in particular in the context of the United Nations” 48 . This issue is related to
Cyprus question. Estonia called for more cohesion between different aspects of
external actions (especially between trade policy and other external policies) and for
stricter application of the principle of conditionality 49 . Slovakia, following its
geographical interests pointed out that formulating a more comprehensive and multifaceted EU Eastern Policy can add new value to future specific initiatives 50 . Poland,
also, demanded the shift of interest to establish a higher quality of relations with
Russia, Ukraine and Belarus in order not to damage these relations from the entry of
Poland into the Schengen system 51 . As far as the coordination of economic policies,
Poland argued that the Common Foreign and Security Policy should remain a separate
category given in particular the fact that it does not usually involve legislation 52 .

B. The ESDP Debate
The fact that the EU had failed in the Iraq test cast a deep shadow over the
Convention. It was a common view that it would take decades, at best, to shape a
credible EU defence policy, and that EU credibility in general had been badly
damaged 53 .
In the initiative for defence four Member states of the Union joined their forces;
Belgium, France, Germany and Luxembourg. This initiative was mot aiming to bypass the work of the Convention but most likely to initiate a procedure like Schengen
in the defence policy. The Summit of the four Member states of the Union on 29 April
2003 for the European defence concluded in a common position 54 but there was no
reference on “independent” and “autonomous” European dimension.
Dominique de Villepin (France) and Joschka Fischer (Germany) submitted a
document to the Convention expressing their common positions 55 . Both member
states wished the European Minister to chair the Council of Ministers in charge of
External Relations and Defence and the decisions concerning defence and security to
be taken by consensus. France and Germany were in favour of the principle of
flexibility on ESDP issues.
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United Kingdom was partly for the reinforcement of the coherence and
efficiency of the Union, but due to the special relations it keeps with USA it suggested
alternative models, which undermined the realisation of an effort to make ESDP
autonomous 56 . Italy agreed that the Petersberg tasks should be expanded. It also
favoured a common commitment to solidarity against terrorist threats and the
extension of enhanced cooperation to ESDP. Italy shared the recommendation of the
working group on defence to establish a European Armaments and Strategic Research
Agency which should be combined with greater market openness in the defence
sector 57 .
Due to its traditional Atlanticist stance, Portugal 58 was in favour of NATO as
the main guarantor of the collective security of its member states. The inclusion in the
constitutional text of a mutual solidarity clause in the case of terrorist attacks and
natural disasters was particularly welcomed by the government. A mutually defence
clause was not seen as necessary, but the government would also not oppose it.
According to Greece the common defence should gradually obtain a character of an
integrated system of security in accordance with the principles of solidarity and
mutual assistance which will function complementary towards the Atlantic Alliance.
Greece proposed also the creation of a voluntary humanitarian force consisting of
young volunteers from all EU member states. 59 Sweden, Finland 60 and Denmark 61
did not wish an autonomous ESDP. More specifically they were unwilling to support
a more integrated European defence as staunch supporters of good transatlantic
relations. The intergovernmental model of integration was thought as the most
indicative for the defence policy. They were also against the establishment of a
“European Army”. Austria 62 supported that a solidarity clause to face terrorist threats
and protect civilian populations should be incorporated in the Constitution. The
Austrian government would also endorse a collective defence clause provided that its
neutrality is preserved. It was also in favour of the establishment of a defence market
and agency.
As far as it concerns the under accession countries of Eastern Europe, at the
beginning of the Convention work, had adopted a low profile, but later on they
became more and more active. Almost in their whole they appeared to stay focused on
NATO, denying supporting initiatives for the deepening of the European defence
integration 63 .
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II. INTERGOVERNMENTAL CONFERENCE
A. The Italian Presidency
1. The CFSP Debate
The establishment of the function of the Minister for Foreign Affairs 64 was
discussed at some length in the IGC. In order to be better prepared for discussions at
ministerial level, the Italian Presidency sent a series of questionnaires to the
delegations before the official opening of the IGC, summarising the Convention's
proposals and setting out the wishes of the national delegations: document IGC 2/03
“The Union Minister for Foreign Affairs: main points”, document IGC 9/03
“Questionnaire on the legislative function, the formations of the Council and the
Presidency of the Council of Ministers”. Unfortunately, the responses of the member
states to the first document (IGC 2/03) were not diffused to the public.
As far as the second questionnaire is concerned (IGC 9/03), the Presidency
produced separate documents containing the replies from each delegation. Our study
will focus on the replies of the big, medium and small member states to questions 4
and 9: “Should other Council formations apart from the Foreign Affairs Council have
a fixed Presidency (i.e. not applying the rotation system provided for in Article
23(4))?” and “Which formations? Of what duration? Using what procedure (election
by the members of the Council formation concerned)? By the same token, if the
Foreign Affairs Minister chaired the Foreign Affairs Council, should the PSC and
other external relations working parties be chaired by a representative of the Foreign
Affairs Minister?” 65
Concerning the big states are concerned, France 66 , Germany 67 (under specific
circumstances) as well as Poland 68 responded positively to question 9, at least for
COPS and the whole of the groups dispersed in the sector of external relations. On the
other hand, UK 69 and Spain 70 pointed out that their answer depended on the status
finally agreed for the MFA of the Union. In fact, UK stressed that time constraints
will make it impossible for the “European Minister for Foreign Affairs” to chair these
working parties and Spain asserted that it would oppose to the chairing of the PSC
and of the other Council working parties by Commission officials.
On question 4 France as well as Poland confirmed that they are not negative to
other Council formations having a fixed Presidency 71 . Poland added that concerning
the General Affairs Council and the COREPER the half-yearly rotation system should
be continued, but it should be in line with the sequence of the Team Presidencies. UK
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declared that the General Affairs Council should be chaired by the Chair of the
European Council something that will ensure consistency and proper coordination
under a system of Team Presidencies72 .
Concerning the medium-small states, Austria 73 , Hungary 74 and Greece 75 agreed
that apart from the Foreign Affairs Council no Council formation should have a fixed
or elected Presidency while Portugal did not agree at all with fixed Presidencies 76 .
Sweden 77 as well as Finland 78 opposed to the nomination of any fixed Presidencies
and to Foreign Minister chairing the Foreign Affairs Council since it could undermine
the institutional balance.
Sweden 79 , Finland 80 , Portugal 81 and Denmark 82 answered negatively to
question 9. As Finland claimed, the Presidencies of the External relations committees
and working parties (COPS, etc) should be decided by the member states party to the
Team. According to Denmark, this way, vertical co-ordination will be ensured
without ruling out the possibility of the General Secretariat, of an elected member of
the committee or of the Commission chairing. Hungary argued that the rotation
mechanism should be applied for PSC and external relations working parties. 83 The
Czech Republic 84 and the Benelux countries 85 declared that PSC and other external
relations working parties should be chaired by the representatives of the member state
which is at that point chairing the General Affairs Council and Coreper I and II. In
addition, the representations of the Benelux countries submitted to the IGC on
November 18th a memorandum on that matter. 86 Austria argued that coordination is a
core function of the General Affairs Council that opposes strictly to informal
structures for coordination. 87
Finally, from the small states, Ireland 88 and Estonia 89 did not favour the Foreign
Minister chairing the Foreign Affairs Council (question 4). Along with Estonia,
Ireland claimed that that the issue of the Presidency of the Foreign Affairs Council
will have to be discussed together with the whole complex question of the institution
of the Foreign Affairs Minister, which is a separate agenda point at the IGC. Slovakia,
Slovenia and Malta just argued as most of the small-medium states did that the
Presidency of Council formations, other than that of Foreign Affairs, should be held
by member state representatives within the Council on the basis of equal rotation. 90
As far as question 9 is concerned, only Cyprus agreed that PSC and the other
external relations working parties could be chaired by representatives of the External
Relations Representative. 91 Ireland 92 , Slovakia 93 , Latvia 94 and Estonia 95 declared that
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PSC and other external relations working parties should be chaired by representatives
of member states (unless the Foreign Affairs Council is chaired by the Foreign Affairs
Minister). Malta argued that the PSC and other external relations working parties
should be chaired by a representative of the Minister of Foreign Affairs. 96

2. The ESDP debate
Despite the partial disagreements and the various block alliances which were set
up in Europe during the Italian Presidency there could be traced very important
elements of political will from United Kingdom, France and Germany 97 . The
convergence of their views gave a new dynamic in the IGC for the adoption of the
European Constitution 98 .
In a meeting of the Heads of the three countries (October 2003) the British
Prime Minister T. Blair made a commitment to support the initiatives for the
development of the structured cooperation in the defence policy on the condition that
no independent headquarters out of NATO will be created 99 . The decision of the
British Prime Minister to support this initiative seemed to be dictated by the need for
reinforcement of the role of United Kingdom in the Union especially after the
synergies with the USA in the Iraqi.
Based on respective mutual positions that the three biggest countries presented,
the Presidency elaborated a new draft article (Art. III-213) for the structured
cooperation and a draft of the relevant Protocol for the criteria of the establishment of
such cooperation. These texts were not discussed in the Conclave 100 but it appeared to
be accepted with some reservations by the so-called neutral states (Sweden, Austria,
Finland as well as the new member states) 101 .
In the axis of Europeanists and Atlanticists 102 , the new member states were
placed almost in their whole in the “Atlantic camp”, a fact, which made difficult the
development of the European defence. But the most important case was their
persistence on unanimity. To a less extent, this “centred-state approach” was followed
by the Scandinavian member states (Sweden, Denmark) as well as by Portugal,
United Kingdom and Spain.
The failure of the Intergovernmental Conference, which started its work with the
goal to work on and adapt the final text of the European Constitution, to reach an
agreement was caused mostly by the unwillingness of the member states to accept
compromising regulations settlements.
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B. IRISH PRESIDENCY
1. The CFSP Debate
The Presidency of Ireland promoted the method of bilateral meetings. The
President of the EU Council Bertie Ahern had numerous bilateral meetings with all
EU member states. This way, the Toiseach tried and managed to play the role of the
Presidency broker.
Furthermore, and with the encouragement of the Irish Presidency, Germany,
France and the United Kingdom had regular meetings in order to reinforce their
common position on European level: the three big countries met on January 5th, 2004,
on February 18th, 2004 and also met before the Spring European Council. The British
Prime Minister Tony Blair retreated towards the Franco-German axis in the issue of
the weighting of votes in proposition with the population that favours UK in exchange
with the official of the vice President of the Commission 103 .
As it was pointed out, meetings of the ‘big three’ were generally encountered
with fear from smaller member states but also from the rest of the big member states.
Two other big countries left out of these meetings, Italy and Spain, following a
bilateral meeting, expressed through their ministers of foreign affairs (Ana De Palacio
and Franco Frattini) their opposition to the “big three countries” to be in the lead of
EU (30/1/2004). The Spanish Prime Minister José Maria Aznar even talked about
“artificial distinctions” 104 . The President of the sixth big EU state, Aleksander
Kwasniewski (Poland), claimed that he was sceptical towards the idea of a “European
nucleus” 105 .
As it was said before, the Irish Prime Minister Bertie Ahern has welcomed the
upcoming meeting as an opportunity for a smaller group to make faster progress on
unresolved issues (which according to the Irish Presidency report were the size and
the composition of the European Commission, the qualified majority voting and the
number of seats of the European Parliament) 106 . “So whether they are 3 big countries
or 3 small countries - and you know the Baltic countries meet, the Mediterranean
countries meet, the Benelux countries meet but obviously when it's 3 big countries it
gets more media attention” 107 .
On March 25th, 2004, just before the European Council, the leaders of the
countries of Visegrad (Poland, Czech Republic, Slovakia and Hungary) and Benelux
(Belgium, the Netherlands and Luxembourg) met. The leaders of these countries
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expressed their hope an agreement to be signed for the EU Constitution before the
European election in June 2004 108 .

2. The ESDP debate
In the same context of bilateral consultations, the Irish Presidency dealt also
with the security and defence policy in order to detect problems and possible solutions
especially with the “problematic” countries (Spain, Poland, France, Germany). Most
of the small-medium (except for Greece and Belgium) member states and the majority
of the new comers considered that the negotiation of such important issues for their
future were not possible to be limited to such a tight time frame. On the contrary, the
majority of the bigger countries (especially Germany, France, Italy with the addition
of Greece and Belgium) wished to intensify the work of the Presidency so that the
context of the European Constitution should not be alternated.
Germany and France wished the development of an autonomous action of the
European Union in issues of security and defence having the support of the majority
of the existing member states (especially of Greece, Belgium, and Luxemburg).
Greece expressed its wish for further development of the European defence and
security policy while Sweden did not appear to have special difficulties accepting the
Constitution. However, there was an issue for which Sweden wished its alteration
during the IGC; that of the article 40 paragraph 2 on defence. 109 On the other hand,
United Kingdom wished to open up the negotiations in basic issues of the draft
Constitutional Treaty and insisted negatively in the abstract of the mutual defence
proposal as it would undermine NATO and would challenge USA 110 .
The new Member states, with the exception of Poland, which with Spain at the
given time, appeared as the strongest opponents of the current draft Constitutional
Treaty, wished the reinforcement of the role of the Union in issues of defence policy,
as long as the balance of NATO is not interrupted, partly agreeing with the FrancoGerman proposal on autonomous action from the part of the Union.
The redefinition of alliances is due to the rise of the socialistic party in the
power under J. Zapatero. This development allowed the adoption of the Constitution
while as a result of the new Spanish approach Poland, gave up its strong positions.
Spain’s behaviour proved that the basic positions of the Member states were not
defined by strict ideological criteria. Aznar’s conservative government was for
example closer to the labour party government of UK than the socialist government of
11

Zapatero was. On the contrary, the latter appeared to be closer to the European
politics of J. Chirac.
An additional factor that contributed the redefinition of relations and balances of
alliances in Europe was the enlargement with the new ten countries which increased
the number of the small and middle member states from 10 to 19 while the number of
the big ones was increased from 5 to 6 with the addition of Poland. These
realignments brought changes in the “thematic” alliances and in the procedures of
negotiations of the issues of the daily agenda.

CONCLUSIONS
Normally the questions of big and small can be a kind of red flag in all debates
especially the ones on the future organisation of a more political EU. Various analysts
have presented that the diverging stances faced in the Convention have been a clash
between the smaller and larger member states of the European Union 111 . It was
emphasised that, when it comes to the institutional framework (and especially in the
issue of a permanent President of the European Council and the size of the
Commission) this rule largely applies 112 .
Instead of that during the Convention there was no such evidence of
small/medium and big member states drawing common positions in CFSP/ESDP
matters. UK and Slovenia were more or less opposed to the abolition of the unanimity
on CFSP issues. Finland and UK were opposed to merging the current three Pillars
into one. Poland argued that the Common Foreign and Security Policy should remain
a separate category. Therefore, Finland, UK Slovenia and Poland differentiated most
from the rest on CFSP issues. In fact each one of them belongs to a different group
(small state, big states and under accession states respectively).
On ESDP Germany, Poland, Belgium, Austria, Greece, France, Ireland, Italy
and Spain considered necessary the reinforcement of the coherence, the efficiency and
the action of the Union, especially after the terrorist attacks of September 11 and the
changes that took place in the international system. UK, Sweden, Finland, Denmark
and the majority of the under accession countries (especially Poland but also Estonia,
Malta, Slovakia, and Latvia) 113 were in favour of a more intergovernmental form
concerning the policies that are related to ESDP i.e. they should be based on the
cooperation between the member states. Those member states fought in the
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Convention for the removal of any proposals which could undermine the role of
NATO.
As far as the IGC under the Italian Presidency and the specific questionnaire
(IGC 9/03) is concerned, it could be argued that Spain and UK (from the big states),
Finland, Sweden, Denmark and Portugal (from the medium states) as well as Ireland
and Estonia (from the small states) had more or less similar positions on CFSP. It is
evident that there is no special link between the positions of small states or of big
states. For example, affinity in the positions of Spain and UK is not greater that in the
positions of Spain and Sweden. A significant progress was made under the Italian
Presidency concerning the regulations of the European defence that were going to be
included in the European Constitution. The convergence of views between the United
Kingdom on one side, and France and Germany on the other lead to the resolution of
their disagreements on the constitution of a more reliable and autonomous European
action on security and defence issues, which would not be in conflict, but in
cooperation with NATO.
After the failure of IGC in December 2003 to end up in an agreement on the
European Constitution, most member states of the Union had expressed positively
towards the direction of a fast adoption of the Constitution. Three factors
predominated in order the works of the IGC under the Irish Presidency to be
completed: first the reactivation of the Franco-German axis, second the “return” of
Spain (after the victory of the socialist party) on the side of the supporters of the
supranational/federal logic and the positive stance of the Irish Presidency.
This success could be a product of the joint positions formed by groups of
member states. It was asserted that the meeting of the French President Jacques
Chirac with the German chancellor Gerhard Schröder (16/3/2004) in Paris contributed
to the success of the Spring European Council. In addition, the German Chancellor
Gerhard Schröder had been quoted earlier by news magazine Der Spiegel saying that
agreement on the Constitution should be reached by the end of 2004 at the latest. If no
solution is found, developments could go in the direction of a “two-speed Europe”. 114
After a meeting with German Chancellor Gerhard Schröder in Warsaw the Polish
Prime Minister Leszek Miller announced that he would seek an agreement on the
Constitution during the term of the Irish Presidency in order to avoid isolation on the
issue of voting power in the Council 115 .
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The EU was in a procedure of redefining its alliances, relations and finding its
balances. This redefinition was not something completely new; however the degree of
its extension was. As expected in a Union of more than 20 members, alliances and
coalitions may easily shift according to the contingencies and the issues at stake as
well as the priorities, general attitudes and specific interests of each member state. In
the Union, the alliances between the member states were in a constant procedure of
redefinition on the basis of the agenda of the issues. From issue to issue, the alliances
and the relations between the states were changing on the basis of promoting national
goals and interests. However, there were some stable and structured relations and
alliances.
The keystone through which these alliances were formed is of course the
supranational/intergovernmental formation of Europe. There are member states that
steadily and through time are gathering together in order to promote the supranational,
quasi federal organisation of the Union (Germany, Benelux countries, Greece) and
countries that with one way or another appear to favour the intergovernmental,
“interstate” formation of the Union (United Kingdom, Sweden, Denmark). On this
base, the alliances define the dynamic of the integration. The fixed interests of every
member state of the Union did not serve the joint action of the type “we belong to the
powerful” or “to the weak”. But, we form negotiable alliances wherever possible so
that we secure our national interests.
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